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Introduction

CHARISMA – Challenges in risk-informed safety management
Use of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) to support strategic and operational 

decision making
Guidance to use of probabilistic risk criteria
Risk-informed assessment of technical specifications, defense-in-depth levels 
and safety classification
Quantitative reliability analysis method for digital control systems
Human reliability analysis development
Plant-specific concept of risk-informed management of fire situations
EU-project on development of best practice guidelines for the performance of 
Level-2 PSA
Development of capabilities for level 3 PSA

Human reliability analysis
Halden benchmark 
EXAM-HRA

Airlock picture from Google
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EXAM-HRA

EXAM-HRA - Evaluation of existing applications and guidance on 
methods for HRA

Gather information from Nordic and German NPPs

Evaluate practices

Develop guidance
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EXAM-HRA Organization

Swedish-Finnish-German Project: 
ESKonsult, Forsmark, VTT, Risa

Phase 0: Preliminary survey and project program
Phase 1: Survey and initial assessment to find discrepancies

Methodology and example comparison
Phase 2: Reassessment and actual plant aspects
Phase 3: Guidance
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Methodology

HRA analyses gathered from PRAs
Large amount of information
3 different languages

Distinguishing characteristics collected to a single database 
~500 human actions

A method was developed for grouping similar actions

The HRA analyses of similar actions can be compared to identify
Differences in HRA practices
Differences in plant features and operation

In this phase 1 of EXAM-HRA the objective was to develop 
methodology and test it with example scenarios
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Comparison method

Main features of the HRA analyses were collected:
Qualitative task description
Important features relating to

Level of task
Context
Methodology
Definition/assessment of action

Including performance shaping factors
Resulting data collected into a comparison table with 40 
information points

How and why are the analyses different?
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Example case

Case 1: Closing of containment airlock

Krümmel

Forsmark 1, 2 & 3

Olkiluoto 1 & 2
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Description of Task

General description of the task
To close lower containment airlock door during outage, in 
case of LOCA inside containment
Water level inside containment will rise due to the LOCA
Air lock is open due to maintenance actions during outage
Equipment might prevent fast closing of the door
Failure to close door will lead into loss of water inventory 
outside containment
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Lower 
airlock

Upper 
airlock

Olkiluoto 1/2 
containment 
building

Lower 
drywell
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Level of task, context

Prerequisites KKK F1, F2 and F3 OL1/OL2

1.1 Operating 
mode

Shut down Shut down Shut down

1.2 Initiating 
event

Small break LOCA Small break 
LOCA

Small break LOCA

1.3 Task Close containment air 
lock after small 
LOCA

Close 
containment 
air lock after 
small LOCA

Close containment air 
lock after small 
LOCA                  
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Scenario context

General KKK F1, F2 and F3 OL1/OL2

2.1 Context Small LOCA during 
shutdown with 
open airlock

Small LOCA during 
shutdown with 
open airlock.

Small LOCA during shutdown 
with open airlock

2.2 Strategy for 
success

Identification of leak.
Three persons are 

sent to close 
airlock.

Two recoveries:
Camera supervision 

from MCR.
Extra person on site.

Identification of leak. 
One or two persons 

are sent to close 
airlock.

Identification of leak.
One person ready on location 

when airlock is open during 
critical work.

2.3 Dependen-cies No modelled 
dependencies to 
previous actions.

No modelled 
dependencies to 
previous actions.

No modelled dependencies to 
previous actions.

2.4 Other actions No. Checking 
containment for 
people inside.

Equipment blocking the door is 
considered to result in failure.
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Staffing
Staffing  and organisation KKK F1, F2 and F3 OL1/OL2

4.1 Control room 
manning

Reactor operator
Senior reactor operator
Shift leader

Not specified. Local operation.

4.2 Number of 
persons involved 
in scenario

6 1-2 1

4.3 Other personnel 3 technicians sent to close the 
airlock

1-2 technicians sent to 
close the airlock.

1 person dedicated to 
guarding and closing the 
airlock if necessary.

4.4 Task allocation Control room personnel 
diagnose the situation
Technicians are sent to close 
the door.

Technicians close the 
door.

One person is dedicated 
to monitoring the situation 
and closing the door.

4.5 Conflict of interest No. Personnel inside 
containment might 
delay closing the door.

Personnel inside 
containment might 
prevent the action from 
being completed in timely 
fashion.

4.6 Communication No specific communication 
needs between MCR and local 
team.

No specific 
communication needs 
between MCR and local 
team.

Communication not 
necessary.
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Identified plant differences

At Olkiluoto, one person is dedicated to door supervision and 
tasked with closing the door

Krümmel and Forsmark strategy is sending people to close the 
door directed from MCR

Krümmel case has more in-detail response plan and clear 
specification for amount of personnel and their roles
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Identified HRA differences

Large difference between time available for task
Krümmel case considers large LOCA water flow for all cases

Forsmark and Olkiluoto analyses include difficulties in time correlation 
curve and PSFs, while Krümmel case puts more focus on recoveries

Possible conflict of interest on closing door vs. people inside is mentioned, 
but not explicitly accounted for

Upper airlock is another possible escape route

HEP (human error probabilities) quite close to each other. 
Forsmark and Olkiluoto use similar methods
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Conclusions

Survey of actual HRA practices in plant PRAs is a good 
(necessary) step in developing guidance

Example cases were used to test methodology, identify different 
HRA practices and plant differences effect on HRA

EXAM-HRA will continue in SAFIR2014 project PRA Development 
and Application (PRADA)
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